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1. INTRODUCTION 
A linear representation of a modular lattice is a lattice homomorphism 
.into the lattice of all linear subspaces of a vector space. Such representa- 
tions have been considered by Gel’fand and Ponomarev [lo] and 
Poguntke [20] in connection with representations of partially ordered sets. 
They are also of some interest in Gross’ approach to infinite dimensional 
forms; cf. [ 11, 26, 271. Of course, the basic task is the classification of all 
representations, if possible. It has been completed by Poguntke [20] for 
finite lattices which are subdirect products of 2- and 5-element lattices. 
Here, we consider modular lattices of finite length which are 
2-distributive, i.e., do not contain a projective plane as a sublattice (Huhn 
[14]). For these we determine (in Section 4) the lattices of “finite represen- 
tation type” having only finitely many nonisomorphic indecomposable 
representations over a fixed division ring and ail their representations. Also 
we show (in Section 5) that the analogue of the second Brauer-Thrall 
Conjecture (cf. Ringel [22]) is valid. 
Intrinsically, the lattices of finite representation type are characterized (in 
Section 6) as not containing a projective line N4 of order 3 as a sublattice 
nor a circle of M,‘s in the sense of Mitschke and Wille [IS]. Another 
characterization is: The cardinality of the set J(L) of join irreducibles of t 
is as small as possible if the length d(L) and the number s(L) of maximal 
congruences are given, namely 2d(L) - s(L). 
The description to be actually worked with comes from a refinement (in 
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Section 2) of the geometric view on modular lattices introduced by 
Kurinnoi [ 161, Faigle and Herrmann [S], and Benson and Conway [ 11. 
It suffices to use a set of lines such that each join over a line occurs. Then, 
finite representation type means that there is an “acyclic” choice of lines- 
referring to the obvious naive concept of a cycle (rather a polygon) formed 
by lines. In particular (Section 3), such a choice of lines induces a graphic 
matroid of rank d(L) on J(L) which in any representation gives rise to a 
basis suitable for decomposition and classification. 
Finally, extending work of Day [S], Freese [9], and Schmidt [23], and, 
on the other hand, Poguntke [20,21], we show (in Section 7) that acyclic 
lattices are splitting in the variety of modular lattices. and possess the 
splitting property with respect o direct decomposition of representations. 
We refer to [2, 4, 19, 24, 251 for basic concepts and results from lattice 
and matroid theory. In particular we recommend Section 4 and the first 
half of Section 10 in [4]. We write a + b for joins, ab = a. b for meets. 
2. MODULAR LATTICE GEOMETRY 
Let L be a modular lattice of finite length (dimension) d(L) and with set 
J(L) of join irreducible elements-also called points p with unique lower 
cover p. It has been observed by Kurinnoi [ 161 and Faigle and Herrmann 
[8] that L is isomorphic to the lattice of order ideals on J(L) containing 
with p and q all Y d p + q. This description has been improved by Benson 
and Conway [1] according to the following: 
2.1. LEMMA. For incomparable p, q, r in J(L) with Y < p + q there are 
p’ d p and q’ G q in J(L) such that p’ + q’ = p’ + r = q’ + r. 
Proof: An application of the line-regularity (A6) in [S] yields p’ < p 
such that p’ + q = r + q. Iterating this for “q” and “p,” alternatively, due to 
finite length one arrives at suitable p’ and q’, eventually. 
The description of the modular lattice freely generated by p, q, r furthers 
the next observation. 
2.2. LEMMA. For distinct points p, q, r with p+q=p+ r=q+r the 
relations in Fig. 1 are satis$ed. 
A line of L is a maximal at least 3-element subset I of J(L) such that any 
pair of points on I yields the same join iin L. A line interval is a length 2 
interval a/b of L with at least 3 atoms such that b is the meet of all lower 
covers of a (these a are the join-essential elements of Duquenne [7]). 
2.3. COROLLARY. Each line I gives rise to a line interval $‘j with ! = p + 4 
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FIG. 1 
not depending on the choice of p # q on 1. p +-+p -I-! provides a bijection 
between the points of 1 and the atoms of ij!. If a/b is a line ilzterval and 
p, < x, px .$ b a point for each atom x of a/b then the p, form a line I with 
@= a/b. 
Proof. Just observe that px + pY 4 z for all z < a if a/b is a line interval. 
In particular, to each line interval there corresponds at least one line. 
Choosing some (exactly one) of them we speak of a choice (base) A of lines 
for L. Observe that the I in A with I,< a constitute a choice of lines for the 
interval sublattice a/O. 
We may think of J(L) and A as a partially ordered partial linear space: 
a partially ordered set (P, <) and a system of subsets of P no two inter 
setting in more than one point. Call a subset X of P A-closed if 1 E A and 
II A XI B 2 implies ZC X. The A-closed order ideals form a closure system 
L(P, <, A). If P is finite then (P, G, A) can be understood as a semilattice 
presentation of the associated lattice. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let P be finite and q~ a map from P into a lattice n/a 
such that 5pp + qq = vp + qr for at1 1 in A and distinct p, q, r on 1. Then 
aX=C p(X) defines a join homomorphism of L(P, <, A) into M. 
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If < is an order preserved by cp and if we identify p in P. with the 
principal ideal it generates we can consider (T as an extension of cp. Then, 
it suffices to have L(P, <, A) of finite length. 
ProoJ: Clearly, CJ is order preserving. So we have to show ~7x < OX for 
every order ideal X and x in the closure 2 of X. According to the genera- 
tion process for Z we have to consider two steps: from y > x to x and from 
p, q with p, q, x on a line in A to X. Both are trivial. 
For a in L let J(a) = (p E J(L) 1 p d a} be the support of a. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let A be any set of lines of a modular lattice L of finite 
length. Then a H J(a) is an isomorphism of L onto the lattice of A-closed 
order ideals of J(L) if and only if A is a choice of lines for L. 
ProoJ Let A be a choice of lines and S in L( J(L), Q , A). We show by 
induction on the sum of the ranks of p+ q, p + r, and q + r in L that 
p, q E S, r E J(L), and r < p + q jointly imply r E S. In view of 2.1 we may 
assume that p, q, r are on a line 1. By hypothesis there is a line 1’ in A 
defining the same line interval as 1. So there are p’, q’, r’ on 1’ yielding the 
same joins with 1 as p, q, r. Applying the inductive hypothesis to p, q, p’ and 
p, q, q’ one derives p’, q’ E S, whence r’ E S. Another application to p, r’, r 
proves Y E S. 
Conversely, if the line interval u/b is not represented by A then 
lJ (J(x) 1 x E X) is A-closed for each set X of atoms of a/b. 
The subdirect decomposition of L into simple factors corresponds to the 
partition of J(L) into connected components-taken with respect to the 
binary relation M, where p z q if p/p is projective to q/q in L or, equiv- 
alently, if there is a maximal congruence 0 such that neither p/p nor q/q are 
in 8. Note that every congruence is determined by the p/p it contains-see 
Section 10 of [4]. 
Two points p, q of a partial linear space (P, A) are A-connected if there 
are ligA (ldi<n) such that pEII, qE1, and linZi+l#@ for l<i<n. 
Then, (P, A) is partitioned into A-connected components. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. For any choice A of lines for L and p, q in J(L) one 
has p z q (projectively) if and only ifp and q are A-connected. 
ProoJ That p z q for A-connected p, q is clear by 2.2. The converse is 
shown by induction on the length of L. We may suppose that p/p is projec- 
tive to q/q in two steps, even that p/p and q/q transpose up to a/c with 
a = p + q and with c covering b = p + q-see 17r7 in [4]. Then a/b is a line 
interval and there are a line I in h and p’, q’ on 1 such that p +l= p’+_1 
and q + I= q’ + 1 cover 1. In particular, p z p’ in p + I/O and q M q’ in q f 110. 
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By induction, p is A-connected to p’ and q to q’. By choice, p’ and q’ are 
A-connected, hence so are p and q. 
For later reference we note the following. For the proof just observe that 
aiis an atom of ijl if I in /1”. 
2.7. INDUCTIVE SCHEME. Let n be a base of lines for L and L’ = a/O a 
maximal ideal of L. Then /i’ = (1~ n 1 i< a} is a base of lines for L’ and 
each line I from A” = II \A’ contains exactly one point from J( L’). If L is 
simple then there is at least one point in each component of L’ which lies 
on a line from II”, whence A” contains at least c lines, c the number of 
components of L’. This reduction is granted by 2.6, usually. 
3. ACYCLIC LATTICES 
A cycle in a partial linear space (P, A) is given by Zi E n (0 < i < n) such 
that n > 3 and li n Zj is nontrivial (and then l-element) for i # j if and only 
if i and j are neighbours modulo ~1. 
Our main concern is finite length modular lattices L with a cycle free 
choice n of 3-element lines. We call such L and ,4 acyclic. Of course, then 
L is finite. Examples are all finite distributive lattices. The length 2 lattice 
M, with y1 atoms is acyclic if and only if II < 3. The gluings over 2-element 
sublattices of several M,‘s in a row are also acyclic and so are the 
4-generated lattices S(n, 4) of Day, Herrmann, and Wille [6]. More 
examples come out of the characterization given in Section 6, easily. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let A be an acyclic choice of lines for L. Then the lattice 
T(L, A) of A-closed subsets of J(L) is the lattice of closed subsets of a 
graphic matroid on J(L) and a++ J(a) a rank preserving join embedding of 
L into T(L, A). 
We refer to T(L, A) as the triangle matroid associated with L. The proof 
uses a “forest induction” method which works more generally for partial 
linear spaces P with finite cycle free A: Choose a set of “roots” containing 
all isolated points of P and exactly one point from each component. Let P, 
consist of all roots and proceed by order induction in the partially ordered 
set of all subspaces H of (P, A) containing a root in each connected com- 
ponent. In the inductive step H t-t H u I there is a root p on I or a unique 
“neighbour” g in H with g n I= (p >. We call p the base point for this step. 
Proof: The construction of the representing graph starts with the dis- 
joint union of edges labelled p corresponding to roots p. In the inductive 
step if I = {p, q, r} add two new edges labelled q and r to form a triangle 
together with the edge labelled p. This effects a parallel connection of the 
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matroid associated with H and the line 1 over the basepoint p-cf. 
Brylawski [3]. 
So we are left to deal with the map a++ J(a) H J(a) from L via 
L(J(L), <, A) to T(L, A) composed by an isomorphism and a join embed- 
ding given by 2.5 and 2.4. The preservation of rank follows by induction on 
the length of L: a/O is acyclic for each dual atom and the matroid of a/O 
is the submatroid J(a) of T(L, A). If a is the only dual atom then J(L) is 
the unique upper cover of J(a) in the matroid. If a and b are distinct dual 
atoms then by induction J(a) and J(b) cover J(ab) in T(L, A), so J(L), the 
join of J(a) and J(b), covers J(a) in T(L, A) by semimodularity. 
Let s(L) denote the number of maximal congruences (spectrum) of L. 
Straightforwardly one counts the following. 
3.2. COROLLARY. For all acyclic choices A of lines for L 
IAl =d(L)-s(L), IJ(L)I = 2d(L) -s(L). 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let L be an acyclic lattice and E any d(L)-dimensional 
vector space. Then there is an embedding of L into L(E). 
Proof Representing the triangle matroid, which is graphic, in E one 
gets a rank preserving join embedding of L in L(E). By modularity, this is 
a lattice embedding-cf. Jonsson and Nation [15]. 
According to Huhn [14] a modular lattice of finite length is 
2-distributive, i.e., satisfies 
x(y+z+w)=x(y+z)+x(y+w)+x(z+w), 
if and only if it does not contain a projective plane as an (interval) 
sublattice. Since the characteristic of a projective plane can be expressed by 
lattice relations we get the following, where the order o(L) denotes the 
supremum of the cardinalities 111 - 1, I a line: 
3.4. COROLLARY. An acyclic lattice is 2-distributive and of order at 
most 2. 
4. CLASSIFICATION 
Let L be a modular lattice with 0 and 1. A k-linear representation of L 
is a homomorphism p: L + L(E), the lattice of all k-linear subspaces of a 
k-vector space E--compare Gel’fand and Ponomarev [lo] and Poguntke 
[20]. For simplicity we require pO=O and pl = E omitting just 
l-dimensional direct summands E with singleton image of the representa- 
tion. 
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If pi: L -+ L(E,) are k-linear representations then at-+ 2 pia defines a 
representation of L in L(@ Ej), the direct sum of the pi. An isomorphism 
between pi and pi is a k-linear isomorphism f: Ei -+ Ej such that f(pia) = 
pja for all a in L. If p is not isomorphic to a proper direct sum it is 
(directly) indecomposable. 
Representations of acyclic lattices undergo complete classification; in 
particular, acyclic lattices are of “finite representation type”-cf. Ringel 
[22] for this concept. 
4.1. THEOREM. For k-linear representations p of an acyclic lattice L a 
complete set of isomorphism invariants is given by dim pplpp, at least one 
point p being chosen in each component of J(L). 
4.2. COROLLARY. A simple acyclic lattice L has up to isomorphism 
exactly one indecomposable k-linear representation-its dimension is the 
length of L. 
4.3. COROLLARY. Every linear representation of an acyclic lattice L is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of indecomposables; every indecomposabb 
representation factors through a simple homomorphic image of L. 
Due to the existence of representations (3.3) the corollaries follow from 
the theorem, immediately, using direct sums with the proper invariants. 
The proof of the theorem relies on the construction of a suitable basis 
for E. 
More generally, we consider a complemented modular lattice C and 
maps r~ and 71 from L into C which preserve joins and meets, respectively, 
such that 00 = 0, nl = 1, and aa < za for all a in L. Concerning the 
theorem we have C = L(E) and Q = rc = p. 
Fix an acyclic choice A of lines for L. Then a choice of supplements 
consists of a family U, E C, p E J(L), such that 
0s = u, 0 m7@ for all SE J(L) (11 
Up@Uq=Up@U,=Uq@llr forall (p,q,r)inA. (21 
Define Ta=C(u, Ip<a) for a in L and u=zl. 
4.4. LEMMA. z is a join homomorphism of L into C and uza = uaa = za 
for all a in L. There is a basis Q of T(L, A) such that the uP(p E Q) are 
independent in C. Moreover, tf oa + n0 = za for all a in L then oa < za + nO. 
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ProoJ By 2.4 and 2.5 z is a join homomorphism and za < aa: On the 
other hand for b<b+p=a 
up rcb = up apnprcb = uP apzp = 0, 
so by modularity and induction on the corank one obtains 
uzb = uzazb = za7tb = (zb i- u,) nb = zb + up nb = zb. 
Now, choose a maximal chain b0 i . . . i b, of L and points pi such that 
bi= pi+ biel. By the above 
so the upi form an independent subset of the lattice C. Also, in view of 3.1 
the pi form a basis B of T(L, /i). Finally, let aa + n0 = na for all a in L. 
Since zp + z0 = up + TC~ 2 ap for p > 0 it follows by induction on the rank 
of a=b+p>b that - 
za+nO>~b+u,+n02ab+u,+~O=ab+ap+~0+up 
>ab+np+u,>ab+ap=aa. 
4.5. LEMMA. Under the above hypotheses on a and n: let PO c J(L) 
contain exactly one point from each component of J(L). Then every family 
up (p E P,) satisfying (1) can be extended to a choice of supplements. 
Proof by Forest Induction. The only thing needed is to find, for {p, q, r} 
in ,4 and up satisfying (l), suitable uq and u, such that (1) and (2) take 
place. Having 2.2 in mind one gets this from the proof of 1.2 in Poguntke 
[20]: let 
uq @ aqar = (24, + ar) aq and 24, = (up + uq) ar. (3) 
For the case C= L(E) we give a simple algebraic proof. Thinking of sub- 
spaces let U, = up and choose a basis BP of Up. For each ep in BP choose 
e4 in aq and e, in ar such that ep+ e4 +e, = 0 which is possible since 
ap G aq + ar. Let U4 be spanned by the e4 and U, by the e,. Since p + r 2 q 
we have 
(7cp + ar) n aq E n((p + r) q) E nq. 
Also, we may permute p, q, r. In particular it follows 
U,+71qnaq2U,+(71p+ar)naq2(U,+7cp+ar)naq 
2(U,+zp+ar)naq2(ap+ar)naq=aq. 
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On the other hand, if C &e,, E 7cq then 
whence ,Ij = 0 for all i. Therefore U, @ xq n oq = oq and (1) is valid for r 
too, by symmetry. Now, 
UPn U,c U,napnoqE: U,ncrpnnp=O 
and symmetrically, so we derive (2) from e, + e4 + e, = 0. 
The general case is a consequence. Namely, that (3) implies (1) and (2) 
can be expressed by means of a universal Horn formula. So in view of 
Frink’s Embedding Theorem it suffices to check the case C = L(E). Now, 
according to (3) 
u,+u,>,(u,+u,)n(u,+or)3u, 
so in the above one can choose e4 in uq and e, in u, to obtain U, c uy and 
U,cu,. Next, observe that (3) is satisfied with U, and U,, too: 
(U,+or)noqc(U,+or)noq= U,+ornoq 
(U,+ U,)nar=(U,+ U,)nor== U,+ U,nar= U,. 
By modularity it follows that U, = uq and U, = u,. 
Proof of 4.1. Observe that in the proof of 4.5 B, is a basis of U, and 
B, a basis of U,. Thus, applying the construction to p = G = ;n one obtains 
a basis BP for each U, and for each (p, q, r> in A correspondences 
eP c-) e4 t--) e, such that eP + e4 + e, = 0. Due to 4.4 and pl = 1 some basis Q 
of the triangle matroid determines a basis U (B, 14 E Q) of E. The dimen- 
sions of the U, are given knowing those for p in P,. 
Carry out the construction for p’: L + L(E’) in complete analogy such 
that eb(e, E BP) is a basis of U+irst for p in P, and then for all p. Let f 
map e4 onto e& for q in Q and e4 in B,. The relations eP + e4 + e, = 0 = 
eb + eb -I- e: force f(e,) = ek for all p and eP in BP. It follows that f( U,) = UL 
for all p and fp = p’. 
As a consequence one gets, easily, that X+-+x (up / p E X) is a join 
homomorphism from T(L, A) into C preserving independence. Therefore, 
the closure structure induced on the set of all u,(p EJ(L)) is a matroid 
isomorphic to T(L, A). 
As an application of the theorem and the results of Herrmann [13] one 
obtains a lattice theoretic proof for the classification of finite dimensional 
vector spaces with quadruples of subspaces. 
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5. CONSTRUCTION OF REPRESENTATIONS 
For a covering pair a < b in a lattice L and base n of lines let G(n, a, b) 
denote the partial linear space on J(b)\J(a) with lines In (J(b)\J(a)), 
where I< b, r$ a. If RM is a left unital R-module write L(,M) for the 
lattice of all left R-submodules. Extending Jbnsson and Nation [15], 
slightly, we have the following. 
5.1. THEOREM. For a modular lattice L of finite length with base A of 
lines the following are equivalent: 
(1) L is a-distributive 
(2) No space G(A, a, b) contains a cycle 
(3) For every ring R with at least o(L) - 1 units and L(,R) of finite 
length there is an embedding cp of L into L(.M), RM the rank d(L) free left 
unital R-module, such thai cpa/rpb is isomorphic to RR for all a < b in L. 
Moreover, in (3) the isomorphism types of the representations 
may be specified, arbitrarily, as long as 
and M, = qrx Q pry for all atoms x # y of @. 
ProoJ: (2) is derived from (1) by induction on d(L). So we have to 
consider a < b = 1, only. Jonsson and Nation proved in [ 151 at the 
beginning of Section 3 that f and g are comparable for any neighbouring 
I and g in G(d, a, 1). Assuming a cycle Zi (0 d i<n) in G(/i, a, 1) we let n 
minimal and choose a minimal element ik of the partially ordered set 
{LlO<i<n}. We have ik--l,ik+l > ik with indices modulo n. Choosing 
p $ a in lk and replacing one point in each lk- I and lk + I by p we get a new 
base of lines with a shorter cycle. 
To obtain (3) from (2) let a base n of lines be given. Choose a generator 
symbol eP for each p in J(L). For 1 in /i let EC, be relations on the eP, p in 
I, such that one has R ReP z RR and M, = Re, 0 Re, for all p #q on 1, 
where M, is the R-module with presentation ZI. If specifications of q1 are 
given, include them into 2,. 
Let M be the free unital R-module with generators e,, p in J(L) and 
relations ZcI, I in A. Define M, by considering p < a and I < a, only. First 
observe that for a< 1 there exists an R-linear homomorphism of M onto 
M, 0 R fixing the eP, p < a. Namely, choose any point s $ a and generator 
f, of the submodule 0 0 R of M, 0 R. Let f, = eP for p < a and define the 
remaining & such that all relations’ C,, I in ,4, are satisfied. This can be 
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done since G(A, a, 1) is a tree (see 5.2 below): if one has to define the f,‘s 
for a new line at most two of them are defined, already, one for q $ a and 
one for p on a preceeding line. So M, can be considered as a submodule 
of M. By the connectedness of G(A, a, 1) M is generated by M, and any 
e, with s z& a. Therefore the homomorphism is an isomorphism, actually, 
and M/M, isomorphic to R as an R-module. 
Now, for x in L. let qpx the R-submodule of M generated by the ep with 
p< x. Proceeding by induction on d(L) we have by the above that the 
restriction of CJJ to a maximal ideal u/O satisfies all the claims, already. If a 
is the only dual atom we are finished. If there is another one, 6, we have 
cpa + qb = M whence cpa n cpb = cp(ab) by the rank formula. Therefore, cp is 
a lattice embedding. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let L a modular lattice of finite length with base A of lines 
and a < b in L. Then for any two points p, q <b, p, q g a there is a line i in 
A with p + q = l Moreover, the space G(A, a, b) is connected. 
ProoJ Let u be the meet of all lower covers of p f q, in particular u d a, 
Then p + u and q + u are join irreducibles, whence they are atoms in l/u. 
Thus, p + q/u has length 2 and at least 3 atoms. The second claim follows 
by induction on d(L), so let b = 1. If a is the only dual atom then P is a 
singleton. If there is just one more dual atom, c, then G(A, a, 1) = 
G(A, ac, c). So consider three dual atoms a, c, d. If cd $ a then G(A, UC, c) 
and G(A, ad, d) have a point in common. Finally, if ac = ad then apply the 
first claim to get a line connecting G(A, ac, c) and @(A, ad, d). 
5.3. THEOREM. Let L be a simple 2-distributive modular non-acyclic 
lattice, d(L) < 00, k a division ring, Ikl > o(L), and m 2 1. Then there are at 
least as many nonisomorphic indecomposable k-linear representations of L in 
dimension d = md(L) as there are nonsimilar indecomposable mxm-matrices 
over k without eigenvalues 0 and 1. 
ProoJ: For a representation cp and line I of L let cpI the induced 
representation of ijl in cpijlcp_l. By modularity, every decomposition of cp 
relativizes to a decomposition of ‘p,. Nontriviality is retained due to the 
simplicity of L as is most easily seen by a dimension count+cf. Poguntke 
[21]. Also, any isomorphism of cp onto $ gives rise, naturally, to an 
isomorphism of cpI onto $I. Recall that the indecomposable representations 
of M4 are in l-l-correspondence with the above similarity classes and can 
be extended to M,, k >, 4. So, if L contains an at least 4-element line g 
choose A containing g and apply the construction of 5.1 with R the ring of 
(mxm)-matrices over k specifying ppg, accordingly, for each of these classes. 
In general, observe that each sequence S of quotients of L which estab- 
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lishes a projectivity between a/b and c/d induces a natural isomorphism qs 
of pa/qb onto cpc/cpd for every representation cp. Any decomposition of q 
leads to a decomposition of ‘ps. Iffis an isomorphism of 40 onto II/ then 
f induces for each quotient x/y of L a canonical isomorphism fxy of qx/cpy 
onto $x/ll/v and fcdqS = Ii/s fob for S as above-it suffices to verify this for 
l-step projectivities. 
Now, consider a base n of lines of L with a cycle Zi (0 <i < n), where 
Zi = {p,- i, qi, pi} with indices modulo IZ + 1. Write u =&, v = p0 + U, and 
w = p,, + U. Then for each representation rp of L one has isomorphisms 
cpO, ‘pl of cpvlcpu onto cpw/q,u given by the projectivity through &/q, + u and 
the composition of V/U, PO/PO with pi- ,/pi- 1, .&l/i + qi, pi/pi (1 d i < n) and 
p&r,, w/u. By the above, if the pair cp,,, 40~ of isomorph%ms is indecom- 
posable so is q and if cp and $ are isomorphic then so are the pairs (pO, q1 
and tiO, til. So it remains to show that each isomorphism type occurs. 
Since any representation of a lower section of L can be extended to L 
(viz. the proof of 5.1) this can be done by induction on d(l)-including 
nonsimple L. Thus we have to consider a < 1 and, e.g., p0 6 a, pn, q,, < a. 
Let p be a fixed representation of L as in 5.1 and CI any isomorphism of 
pu/pu onto pw/pu. The graph of a corresponds naturally to the set C of all 
y + z with y in pu, z in pw, and z + pu = ay + pu. Let I’= Re,,, W= Re,, 
and D=Cn(V+ W). Then I’+ W= V@ W=D@V=D@ W. As in 5.1 
one can extend the restriction of p to [0, a] to a representation cp of L in 
the same module A4 taking s = p,, f, = eP for p in li, i # 0, and Rf,, = 
D-the nonexistence of cycles in G(n, a, 1) is crucial here. Now, 
q I[O,x]=p( [0,x] for x=Zi, i#O, and x=p,, pn, whence ‘pl=pI. On 
the other hand qpo = a which can be prescribed, arbitrarily. 
5.4. COROLLARY. For a 2-distributive modular lattice L of finite length 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) L is acyclic 
(2) L is offinite representation type 
(3) L is “linearily induced”, i.e., every index preserving lattice 
isomorphism between the images of L in any two k-linear representations of 
L is induced by an isomorphism of these representations. 
6. COMBINATORIAL CHARACTERIZATIONS 
We begin with lower bounds for the numbers j(L) of join irreducibles 
and i(L) of line intervals in terms of dimension d(L) and spectrum s(L) for 
modular lattices of finite length in general. Recall that o(L) + 1 is the 
maximum cardinality of a line. 
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6.1. PROPOSITION. Let k an at least o(L)-element division ring and E an 
i(L) + s(L)-dimensional k-vector space. Then there is an order embedding of 
L into L(E). 
Proof. Let A any base of lines on P = J(L). By splitting intersection 
points one can transform (P, A) into a cycle free (P’, A’) with a map z of 
P’ onto P establishing a bijection between A’ and A such that gf A’ is 
mapped bijectively onto the corresponding IEA and such that the 
preimage of a connected component of (P, A) is a connected component of 
(P’, A’). This is easily seen by induction on jPj. Then $S = x-r(S) defines 
an order embedding of L(P, <, A) into L(P’, A’). Now, L(P’, A’) is the 
lattice of closed subsets of a matroid M on P’ constructed from singletons 
and lines in A’ by disjoint unions and parallel connections inducting along 
the “forest” (P’, A’)--cf. Section 3. Since each line is a k-linear matroid, so 
is M-see Brylawski [3]. The rank of A4 is the cardinality of A’ plus the 
numbers of components of (P’, A’). By construction and 2.6 this number is 
i(L) + s(L). Thus, A4 has a representation cp in E and one obtains by 2.5 
an order embedding of L in L(E) mapping a onto the vector subspace 
generated by cp+J(a). 
6.2. COROLLARY. i(L) Z d(L) -s(L). 
Mitschke and Wille [ 181 introduced the following concept. For two sub- 
lattices A and B of a modular lattice write A N B if ZA + IIB is an atom 
of B and I-IBZIA an atom of A or vice versa. Sublattices Ai (0 < i< m), 
m > 4, form a circle if each Ai is an M, with n 3 3 and Aj N Ai+ 1 but not 
Ai k Ai+ 2 with indices modulo m. 
6.3. THEOREM. The following are equivalent for a finite length modular 
lattice L: 
(1) All bases A of lines of L are cycle free. 
(2) Some choice A of lines of L is cycle free. 
(3) i(L)=d(L)-s(L). 
(4) L contains no circle. 
(5) L is 2-distributive and contains no circle of line intervals. 
For such an L one has a lattice embedding in 6.1. 
Proof In (2) we may assume A to be a base. Then in the construction 
of 6.1 no splitting of points is required, so the embedding is rank preserving 
as in 3.1 and is a lattice embedding. Conversely, the rank condition in (3) 
forces the map to be rank preserving. So in both cases we get 
2-distributivity since every characteristic is allowed for k. 
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We now prove by induction on d(L) that (3) implies (1). We may sup- 
pose that L is simple and apply the scheme 2.7. Since i(L’) 2 d(L’) - c and 
d(L’) =d(L)- 1 we get l/1”/ =c and i(L’)=d(L’)-c. By induction, /i’ is 
cycle free. Since each component of L’ is met by a unique line from II” it 
follows by 5.1 that A” and so /i are cycle free, too. 
To prove that (5) implies (4) we first observe that for any u/b and c/d 
transposing downward to line intervals d/b’ and cl/d’, respectively, one has 
a/b- c/d only if, also al/b’ N c’ld’. Namely, assume that ajb is upward 
related to c/d. Then so is al/b’, too. Choose a point p such that p + b’ < a’ 
and atoms x # y of c’/d’ are not below the atom p + d of c/d. Then 
p(x + d) = p = p( y + d) and p < x + y + d whence by 2-distributivity 
p < x + y 4~‘. Applying this to a point 4 yielding another atom 4 + b’ of 
a’/b’ we get a’ = p + q < c’ and a’/b’ upward related to cl/d’. The converse 
is dubious. Now, any circle gives rise to a circle of intervals (because of 
finite length-cf. Day [S]), whence to a circle of line intervals. 
Deriving (1) from (4) we first consider two nonrelated line intervals a/b 
and c/d with common point p. We claim that there is an M,-interval 
related up to both u/b and c/d. Otherwise, in view of 17.7 in [4] we would 
have x + y < a + c for all atoms x of u/b and y of c/d different from b + p 
and d + p since p/p transposes up to a/x and c/y. In particular, 
p(x + y) = p. Then a?- c/b + d would be a projective plane. More directly, 
choosing atoms x, x’ of u/b and y, y’ of c/d with p, x, y, (x + y’)( y + x’) we 
would arrive at a contradiction with 2-distributivity. 
Now, consider a base n of lines with a cycle of shortest length. By the 
above we are done since no three intervals belonging to lines in the cycle 
can be related pairwise. Namely, if this occurred then there would be a 
point belonging to all three intervals which would allow one to change the 
base such that one interval would left out from the circle. 
Finally, observe that a circle of line intervals leads to a cycle of lines, 
immediately. 
6.4. THEOREM. For any modular lattice L of finite length 
j(L) 2 2d(L) - s(L). 
Moreover, the following are equivalent: 
(1) L is acyclic 
(2) j(L) < 2d(L) - s(L) 
(3) o(L) < 2 and any of the conditions in 6.3. 
Such an L does not contain a sublattice M,. 
ProoJ: (1) and (3) with (2) from 6.3 are equivalent by definition. That 
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(1) implies (2) is the content of 3.2. So it remains to derive (1) from (2). 
This is done by induction on d(L) using the scheme 2.7 for simple L. First, 
observe that (2) carries over to ideal sublattices. Namely, for a maximal 
ideal L’ we get j(L’) > 24 L) - 2 - c by induction. But I.4”/ > c whence 
j(L) - j(L’) 2 c + 1 and j(L’) = 24L’) - c. On the other hand, by 
Dilworth’s theorem j(L) is also the number of meet irreducibles, so (2) 
carries over to filters as well, whence to arbitrary interval sublattices. But, 
for an irreducible complemented lattice C, (2) means that C is 2-element or 
isomorphic to M3. 
In particular, any L satisfying (2) is a-distributive and contains no sub- 
lattice M4. Now, proceeding with the inductive scheme we have that A’ is 
cycle free and j(L)-j(L’) =c+ 1. On the other hand by 5.1 there is no 
cycle in G(n, Q, l), which means that there are no cycles in the space on 
J(L) - J(L’) induced by the lines from ,4”. Therefore, In”\ = c, which 
implies that n is cycle free, too. 
6.5. COROLLARY. The class of acyclic lattices is closed under sublattices, 
homomorphic images, finite subdirect products, and duals. 
The above shows that our acyclic lattices are the fmite length modular 
lattices not containing an M4 or an M,-circle in the sense of Mitschke and 
Wille [18]. Also, they coincide with the “Dreieckverbande” of Wild [26] 
carrying a triangle matroid M of rank d(L) on J(L) such that the triangles 
are contained in lines. One direction is 3.1. For the converse observe that 
a component of M has to be contained in a component of L, so the 
number k of components of M is at least s(L). On the other hand, 
j(L)=2rank(JH)-k, whencej(L)<2d(L)-s(L). 
Of course, the transition to homomorphic images is also a direct 
consequence of 2.6. 
7. SPLITTING LATTICES 
A modular lattice L is a bounded homomorphic image (within modular 
lattices) if for every homomorphism $ of a finitely generated (free) modular 
lattice M onto L each element of L has a smallest and a greatest preimage. 
If in addition L is finite and simple then L is a splitting modular lattice: 
there is a greatest variety of modular lattices not containing L. The defining 
“splitting” identity can be read off the bounds in a free modular lattice--see 
Freese [9], McKenzie [17]. 
7.1. THEOREM. Every acyclic lattice is a bounded homomorphic image 
with bounds effectively given. 
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In particular, this can be applied to split off subdirect factors introducing 
relations (namely viewing the splitting identities in this way) on the 
remaining lattice-see Wille [28]. 
ProoJ It suffices to construct a join homomorphism CJ of L into M such 
that o$e < e for all e in a finite generating set E and +ox = x for all x in 
L. Then n with the dual properties exists in view of 6.5 and crx Q rcx and 
boundedness follow-cf. Freese [9]. We may assume that t,h(E) = L. 
To start with let ,up be the meet of all e in E with p Q $e for p in J(L). 
We adjust p via forest induction along a base n of lines of L. For a line 
p, 4, r with a, b, c assigned the adjustment consists in assigning a(b + c), 
b(a + c), c(a + b), instead, to force join preservation on that line. 
For a segment H of (J(L), /1) let 2, the set of all order preserving maps 
0 of H into M such that 
op+oq=ap+ar=aq+ar for all lines {p, q, Y} from H 
ap G w, *aP=P n for all p in H and q 2 p in J(L). 
We show that Z, is not empty and that for every a in C,, s in H, and a 
in M with t,ha = s and a < as there is a a’ in EH with a’s = a and a’p < ap 
for all p in H. 
If H = PO we have ,u in .Z, and given a, s, and a define a’p = ap for p # s 
and a’s = a. Now, consider the inductive step H H H u 1 with I= {p, q, r} 
and basepoint p. By induction there is a in Xc,. Let r on I be defined, 
adjusting ap, ,uq, pr, and define r on H as a’ with respect to p and zp. 
Conversely, let z in ZHVI, s in Hul, and a in M be given and a=rlH. If 
s E H then by induction there is a’ in EN belonging to s and a and we 
define z’ as a’ on H and adjust alp, zq, ZY on 1. If s $ H, say s = q, define 
z’ on 1 adjusting zp, a, zr and on H as a’ with respect to p and z’p. 
Therefore, choosing any a in CJ we get by 2.4 an extending join 
homomorphism of L into M with the required properties. 1 
Following Poguntke [20] we now study representations of modular 
lattices M with 0 and 1 in complemented modular lattices C, i.e., lattice 
homomorphisms p: M-, C with p0 = 0 and pl = 1 where M is finitely 
generated or C (upper) continuous (e.g., C= L(E)). According to Gel’fand 
and Ponomarev [lo] an element u of C is admissible for p if pU with 
p,x= upx or, equivalently, p” with pUx= u+px is a representation in u/O 
or l/u, i.e., u distributes with all px, py, A pair U, v of complements in C 
is a direct decomposition of p if px = p,x + p,x or, equivalently, px = 
p”xp”x for all x in M-it suffices to consider a generating set. If so, both 
u and v are admissible and called direct summands for p. Observe that then 
pu and p” are “isomorphic” via x H x f u and y H yu. Also, if C = L(E) 
then p is isomorphic to the direct sum of pu and pv. 
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1.2. THEOREM. If v is admissible for p with acyclic image of pv then v is 
a direct summand for p. 
For non-acyclic modular lattices L of finite length one can find represen- 
tations of subdirect powers and admissible v with irn,” isomorphic to L 
such that v is not a direct summand-combine 1.3 and 6.1 in Poguntke 
[20, 211 with Section 5. 
Prooj Let L the image of p,, g the identity map on L, and 
na = C (px 1 p,x = a). Then by continuity or boundedness of pv (use 7.1) 7t 
is a meet homomorphism from L into C. Due to 6.5 the duals of 4.5 and 
4.4 yield a meet homomorphism z from L into C such that with u = z0 and 
v = 01 one has u + v = 1 and uv = vn0 = 0, observing that by continuity 
v71a=vC(px/p,x=a)=C(vpxIp,x=a)=a=aa. 
Also, 
u+p,x=u+op,x>np,x~px, p,x + p,x = (24 + p,x) px = px 
by modularity, showing that U, v yield a direct decomposition for p. 
Call a lattice L directly splitting if for every representation p: M -+ C and 
lower bounded homomorphism cp of M onto L (with each a in L having 
a smallest preimage pa in M) there exists a direct decomposition U, v such 
that p, factors through q but only a trivial homomorphism can factor 
through both qn and pD. 
7.3. THEOREM. Acyclic lattices are directly splitting. 
In particular, this applies if M is finitely generated (in view of 7.1), so 
such L are “abspaltbar” in the sense of Poguntke [20]. As for subdirect 
splits one can impose relations on the remaining summand. 
Proof: By 4.5 there is a choice of supplements for (T =pp and 
EU = C (px 1 qnx = a). Moreover, acpx 9 px < 7c(px for all x in M. Therefore, 
4.4 implies ker q E ker p, and 
u(y+z)<un(a+b)=z(a+b)=za+Tb=uaa+uabduy+uz 
for all y, z in M with aa < y d xa and ob B z 6 nb. This means that u is 
admissible and by 7.2 a direct summand for p. 
We may assume that q is upper bounded, also, replacing M by its ideal 
lattice if C is continuous and extending q and p canonically. 
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For p in J(L) from u+ zpnpop it follows that u+py>u+ap=u+px 
for some y with (py = p and-x = pp. Thus, if x(p = $p” then 
for all p; i.e., the image has to be trivial. Now recall pV = VP”. 1 
Finally, we consider infinite decompositions of artinian M, meaning 
lattices satisfying the descending chain condition. Observe that such A4 
having 1 is complete. An independent family ui (i E 1) in C provides a direct 
decomposition of the representation p if px = 2 uipx for all x in M. Of 
course, the ui are all admissible and if C = L(E) then p is isomorphic to the 
direct sum of the pUi. 
7.4. THEOREM. Let cpi: M-+ Li (in I) a subdirect representation of an 
artinian M by acyclic Li. Then for each representation p: M-+ C in a 
continuous C preserving all joins there exists a direct decomposition vi (i E I) 
such that pVi factors through (pi for every i in I. 
7.5. COROLLARY. For p: M-t L(E) as in the theorem a complete set of 
isomorphism invariants is given by the dim pa/pb, a > b in M-relatively to 
a fixed division ring. 
The importance of the hypotheses even for distributive M is witnessed by 
the example in Gross and Keller [ 121 and the following from Wild [26]: 
Let M the chain u) + w + 1 and E a vector space with basis e,, (q < o + w). 
Define p such that pt is generated by the e,,, ye < <, and p’ with ~‘5 = pl 
if~<o,p’(o+o)=E,andp’rgeneratedbythee,,rd5,ifo~5~~++. 
In both cases the set of invariants fails to grant isomorphy. 
7.6. LEMMA. If p is a representation of an artinian M and v admissible 
with acyclic image of pv then v is a direct summand. 
Proof Let L the image of p”, x the identity map on L, pa the smallest 
preimage of a under p’, and 0 = pp. Then v = ~0 and by 4.5 and 4.4 we get 




7.7. LEMMA. Let M an artinian modular lattice and Bi (i6 I) a subdirect 
decomposition into finite factors. Then for each proper complete congruence 
8 on M there is an i such that the join of 8 and Bi is not total. 
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ProoJ: We may assume that the Oi are maximal. Then for each prime 
quotient p/q of M there is a Oi not containing p/q and this is the greatest 
such congruence. Thus, if f3 X Bi for all i then 8 contains all prime quotients 
and, proceeding by order induction on X, all quotients x/y. 
Proof of 7.4. Choose a componentwise maximal independent family z); 
(i E I) of admissible elements with p,, factoring through qi such that 
(C vi) px = C v,px for all x in M. This is possible by Zorn’s lemma in view 
of continuity. 
Let v = C ri and assume z1< 1. Clearly, v is admissible. By 7.7 there is a 
homomorphism cp of M onto some L factoring through py and some ‘pj. In 
particular, L is acyclic by 6.5. Therefore, applying 7.3 to p’ and rp we get 
w > v admissible for p” and image of (p”), isomorphic to L. Obviously, w 
is admissible for p, too, so considering pw instead of p we may assume 
w = 1. The direct decomposition U, v according to 7.6 provides us with a 
family vi = IJ~ + U, vi = vi (i # j) contradicting maximality. 
Proof of 7.5. In view of 4.1 it suffices to determine for each j in 1, 
r = 2 (vi\ i Zj), and join irreducible p in the image of p” the dimension of 
p/p But with notations as in the proof of 7.6 we have u+op> ap by the 
very definition of a choice of supplements, whence dim p/p gdim ppp/ppe 
due to the fact that U, v is a direct decomposition of p. 
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